GRADIENT

WHAT'S GOTTEN YOU SO BUMMED?

- SIGH -

I'M CATCHING UP ON MY ACADEMIC READING...
IT'S SO FRUSTRATING!

THE OBTUSE LANGUAGE AND OVERLY COMPLICATED
DESCRIPTIONS OF ESSENTIALLY STRAIGHTFORWARD
CONCEPTS ARE DRIVING ME CRAZY

DUDE! YOU ARE LIKE TOTALLY ANCIENT
OLD SKOOL, DUDE!
YOU NEED TO GET WITH THE TIMEZ AND DO SOME XA:
X-TREME ACADEMICS

YOU HAVE TO LIVE ON THE EDGE! DON'T READ ANY PAPERS
YOU CITE, AND FAKE YOUR OWN RESULTS. I'M REFUTING
A RESULT FROM A FIELD I'VE NEVER EVEN HEARD OF! IT'S SUCH A RUSH NOT GETTING
CAUGHT! I'M SO X-TREME !!!

YOU'RE KIDDING, RIGHT?

NO WAY, MAN! WATCH THIS...
I'M CITING MY OWN PREVIOUS WORK FROM A JOURNAL THAT DOESN'T EXIST! I'M SO X-TREME !!!

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~davet/gradbert